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INTRODUCTION

Surface mining landscapes are broadly defined as
mountainous regions with underlying coal deposits that
have been blasted away from the surface, layer by layer,
seam by seam, to the point where the resource has been
almost entirely stripped away. This technique gained large-
scale popularity in the 20th century as more technologically-
advanced machinery began being developed. The process is
different than the traditional underground mining technique
that is commonly associated with mining through deep
underground tunnels dug deep below the surface.

Surface mining was chosen as the preferred method
because it was the more economically viable option for coal
extraction as the technological advancements required
fewer miners to be needed as “open-pit” access for the coal
was then achievable to remove coal in larger quantities.
Mountaintop removal with valley fills are the result of the
blasting and digging that results in the removal of the
vegetation, soil, minerals, and rocks that form this
landscape to reach the underlying coal bed. This has left the
Appalachian Mountains, one of the oldest mountain ranges
on Earth, with barren landscapes and altered hydrologic
flows that have led to drastic environmental, health, and
economic problems that have became more widely
accepted and understood starting about four decades ago.
However, being more widely accepted does not necessarily
mean the majority of people have accepted it, or perhaps
many have simply ignored it because of their need for
electricity.

Meanwhile, Central Appalachian communities and habitats
have suffered as the extraction of coal has become a less
economically viable solution as other fossil fuel
dependencies have grown to take its place. In many ways,
Central Appalachia or what many call “the Heart of
Appalachia,” was this nations very own “canary in the coal
mine” in terms of understanding the detrimental effects
that fossil fuel extraction has on a region. This world has
been growing rapidly, and the need for coal grew as it was
the fuel our society needed. With this analogy, the Central
Appalachian people are the “canary” and the negative
impacts on their surrounding environment, their
livelihoods, health, and the ability to earn an income
became the cage that society placed around them and sent
into this never-ending energy tunnel as an early warning of
the potential dangers. As a result, the Heart is beating
slower all-the-while the ability to mend this breaking Heart
becomes more difficult.

As strong and resilient as this Heart is and despite how
much love it has to offer, it needs our help to be freed from
the cage that society surrounded it with so it can breathe
fresh air once more. We as people know of the effects and
have seen the danger, but we must act before it is too late
because we have an obligation to do so.

This project is the story of a breaking Heart from a
destructive, toxic relationship. A relationship between
communities in the region to the ground beneath their feet
full of a highly combustible rock we know as coal. It is a
story about how we as human beings and users of this land
have a responsibility to leave this Earth better, not worse
than it was before. I am not a relationship therapist, but I do
have a background in and a passion for environmental
sciences, community revitalization, and economic
development that I will use to hopefully provide benefits to
a region that holds a special place in my heart. The goal is to
use geospatial analysis or geographic information sciences
(GIS) to better understand the complexities of the various
problems our Earth faces while also shedding light on the
practical applications of GIS. Surface mining will be the
topic of this project but there are many more cases ahead
needing to be further analyzed and brought to the world’s
attention.

Over the course of this report, I will explain how the “Heart”
is breaking and offer some suggestions as to how we may fix
it by “following our H.E.A.R.T.,” a geospatial modeling tool
that rates these surface mining sites using various spatial
factors to determine which can be viable economic assets or
which would be better off being restored to their natural
state to become an asset for biodiversity. This will also
include a review on the current and historical policies
covering this topic and how funds can be increased and
directed to improve the economic or ecologic conditions
surrounding this landscape. Unfortunately, this story is not
a story in the common use of the word but rather a reality
that a region of people face daily. A reality that leaves them
in need of some love from the outside. Afterall, the best
love is the kind that enlightens the soul, makes us strive for
more, sparks a fire in our hearts, rekindles the flame around
our communities’ “hearth”, and brings some peace to our
Earth. Perhaps by spreading this love and combining our
hearts together, we can make change happen by allowing
our nation to slow down and love again to hopefully turn a
“breaking Heart” into a healthy, self-sustaining one.
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These maps also show the Appalachian Region but
from a different angle, this time more closely
resembling the shape of an actual human heart.
Regardless of how you look at the “Heart” of
Appalachia, it is not difficult to see what shapes this
area, which is its “distressed” status as defined by the
Appalachian Regional Commission as seen in the left
corner of this map. The distressed status is based on a
variety of data pertaining to poverty, income, and
unemployment. See more at ARC County Methods.

The larger map is of the 80,000 km2 study area for a
study recently published that comprehensively
mapped the extent of surface mines in Central
Appalachian Region by analyzing vegetation change
(NDVI) from satellite imagery over the past three
decades since land cover data became available in
1985. This study by SkyTruth and Duke University
gives us the temporal resolution necessary to provide
an accurate representation of surface mine locations
like never before. See more at Public Lib. of Science.

This is a map showing the “Heart of Appalachia,” the
Central Appalachian Mountain Region that “stands
out“ with red representing poor health and the height
representing poverty levels. It happened to make the
shape of a heart with this visualization technique. It is
colored based on rankings for counties in the US on
over 20 health-related metrics including length/quality
of life, disease, clinical care access, and quality.

The top 1,000 counties (of ~ 3,000) appear in blue,
while the lower are red. Some of the specific socio-
economic factors pertaining to health include disease,
cancer rate, diet/exercise, substance/alcohol use,
health insurance, education, employment, income, and
the environmental quality (air/water). The extrusion
value is based on poverty representing the height of
each county polygon. See more at Health Rankings

Study Area

https://www.arc.gov/research/SourceandMethodologyCountyEconomicStatusFY2007FY2019.asp
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0197758
http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/explore-health-rankings/what-and-why-we-rank
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How did we get to the point where the mountains in
Appalachia are flatter, the vegetation at these sites are
cleared, the streams are altered, the ecosystems have been
fragmented, and human health has heavily been impacted?

As the diagram above shows, the rights to the undisturbed
land are bought by private energy companies and mined until
the coal deposits are depleted and they move onto then next
location to continue the process, leaving the land barren with
minimal effort to restore it back to its origins or reclaim it for
economic development purposes. This also leaves the
surrounding environment, including the communities and
their families within, with many problems which will be
discussed in the following sections prior to discussing the
recommendations from the geospatial model (H.E.A.R.T) to
restore or reclaim the land to improve this region. To better
understand why the coal is mined, it might help to read the
diagram from right to left as the need to power our society

drove the need for more fuel for energy, thus more coal
mining. Coal production/consumption in the US steadily rose
from the 19th century into the 20th century until the 1920’s
where it began to plateau until rising once more in the 1940’s,
staggering around 670 million tons per year. From the
beginning of the 1960’s, the demand for coal had nearly
doubled, reaching its most recent “peak” at the beginning of
the 2000’s at around 1,170 million tons produced. Even
though coal mining is on its way out, the damage has been
done. Surface mining is no exception to this drastic increase.

With more than a quarter of the Earth’s coal reserves being in
the US and a quarter of the nation’s reserves being in
Appalachia, it is no wonder that coal has been such a huge
part of the identity of this region. With about one-third of the
US electricity consumed coming from coal, it is easy to
understand how this problem originated when paired with
being a the more financially viable extraction method.

1985 2015

The study by SkyTruth/Duke found that 2,900 km2 of land
has been mined over the last 30 years. Adding this more-
recent mining to surface mines prior to 1985, an
estimated cumulative mining footprint of 6,000 km2

exists in Central Appalachia. The side-by-side comparison
below shows the extent of the surface mining increase
encompassed by the 75-county area.

The EPA estimates that over 2,000 miles of headwaters
have been buried and polluted. For comparison, based on
the estimates from various studies like the one by the
EPA and SkyTruth/Duke, the amount of rock and dirt
removed from this area could fill the entire 16,800 m3 of
the Mississippi River, joining our country at the seam that
physically divides us, if only this were the political case.

Brief History



The Problem 

RIP

This is a diagram created to illustrate the full rationale
behind this decision-making tool. The viewer can follow
this illustration from the undisturbed landscape to the
surface mining operation that includes removal of all
vegetation and top soil and often often dumped in the
valleys. Trees are often not used commercially but
rather burned. From there, the blasting begins using
millions of pounds of explosives and the digging begins
so that the coal and other debris can be extracted.

From there the coal is processed and used for electricity
to power the growing world. While the rest of the world
benefits, many problems in Appalachia persist. The flow
chart goes on to exemplify the current situation that
typically involves the spraying of seed to create what
looks like proper restoration but in reality, is just a mere
camouflage. The other path suggests a refined method
to achieve actual restoration or reclamation using spatial
data to bridge the gap between society and policy.
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Change does not always happen at the top. By mapping
and assessing former mining sites we move forward on new
ways to utilize the resources the coal region has provided
for so many years. The purpose of this project hits on two
primary objectives: provide background on the problems
associated with surface mining in the Heart of Appalachia
and propose innovative ways to make better use of the
mining sites through various funding streams than what is
currently being done on this precious land. In doing this, the
project will highlight which sites are better for economic
development purposes and which are better for ecological
restoration through an interactive decision-making tool
that profiles each site based on specific parameters to
determine which would be an asset for natural habitat, or
which would be an economic asset.

The existing environmental and societal conditions
encompassing a site directly link to how the site should be
handled by the communities, municipalities, and economic
development agencies involved. The app, “H.E.A.R.T.”
(Habitat & Economic Asset Rating Tool), will ultimately
become an interactive application that users can enter their
own “weights of importance” to various factors used to
assess these assets. This feature makes this project flexible
to the various stakeholders involved while also providing
recommendations with merit based on extensive research
for optimal site planning.

There is much room for improvement from the current
minimal remediation methods from the energy companies.
From the literature, a lot of “R-words” are tossed around
and can sometimes be confusing. Rehabilitate and
remediate are often used intermittently but relate to the
same concept which many suggest is the bare minimum in
terms of what else could be accomplished. These efforts
can be improved to make better use of the land with the
next best option being the use of these sites as economic
assets, resulting in reclamation of the land that has already
“graded/cleared” to allow for new development. The
optimal solution would be to restore the land to its original,
natural state. According to the EPA, it may take hundreds
of years to re-establish habitat if the current efforts persist.

For example, it might be best to restore the land to its
natural state if it is not close to a populated area or the
terrain is too difficult and expensive to grade for
development or if it is surrounded forests and near other
conservation land. On the other hand, it might be better to
reclaim the land for economic development purposes. A
site might be better for facilities pertaining to food and
beverage processing (such as aquaponics, nurseries,
breweries, etc.) if they provide the appropriate amount of
access, sunlight, utility infrastructure, and other
requirements appropriate for this development. Other
development opportunities that will be explored include
drug/alcohol rehabilitation facilities which would also
consider proximity to populous places but instead, might
favor sites further away to avoid the temptation to
purchase or gain access to substances. In addition, this
development type would also take views from the site into
consideration because access to natural aesthetics has been
proven to help in the drug & alcohol recovery process. The
final economic development opportunity this study will
explore will be solar parks, which would consider climatic
conditions to maximize annual sunlight potential. How
amazing would it be to see these locations once used to
mine coal, as sites used to capture solar energy that can be
tied to the electric grid and sold as credits to benefit the
local economy? Especially when considering that this region
is commonly associated with “dirty energy” and has
historical relied on coal mining as its economic base, which
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics coal jobs
continue to decline more every year along with the of coal.

It is up to us to push this forward to receive the appropriate
amount of funding needed to boost and diversify this
regional economy or protect and restore these precious
landscapes. This economic and ecologic opportunity in this
region needs more recognition from the general public
(social capital) and increased funding to make these
innovative projects a part of the national agenda.

A Solution

The number of sites that have 

been used for  economic purposes 
such as  business parks, a prison, an 
airport, agricultural pastures, gas/oil 

wells, residential homes, or 
recreational  (parks/golf/ATV)

as of 2010

1 out of 10

Source

https://www.epa.gov/sc-mining/basic-information-about-surface-coal-mining-appalachia#impacts
http://www.ilovemountains.org/reclamation-fail/
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These indirect consequences include increases in
greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere as
coal is one of the “dirtiest” forms of fossil-fuel
burning. This is further worsened by the indirect
consequences of losing “carbon stock” from
diminished carbon sequestration ability that is the
result of forest clearing. In addition to the
implications this has on climate change, coal ash is
another byproduct of the electricity generation that
became the second largest waste stream in the US
behind municipal garbage to landfills, pinning the coal
industry as “most wasteful” ecologically speaking.

The mountains in Appalachia are amongst the oldest in
the world, containing some of the most biodiverse
species on the entire North American continent.
Unfortunately, the process of surface mining has led to
many direct and indirect environmental consequences.
A study completed by Appalachian Voices a decade ago
found that 4,700 km2 encompassing over 500 mountains
have been cleared and flattened in Central Appalachia,
which is now figured at 6,000 km2 according to the 2017
SkyTruth study

The consequences range from toxins and pollutants
that stem directly from the mining process. The
degradation of the soil persists due to the removal of
vegetation and soil paired with the use of explosives
that result in harmful metals being placed into the
ecosystem. This occurs from acid rainfall, dust, and
runoff that leaches into the hydrological system and
poisons land & aquatic species. This all combines with
the fact that these sites are not appealing to look at
and litter the view of the landscape. Aside from
biodiversity loss and impacts to air and water quality
that occur directly from the mining process, other
indirect consequences occur as a result of the industry.

of the total land in 
Central Appalachia has 
been cleared for surface 
mining operations

7.5%

Ecological Impact

http://ilovemountains.org/reclamation-fail/details.php


The question we must first ask ourselves is whether we
want to be a part of a generation with a hungering for coal,
oil, and natural gas that requires the decimation of land
that was previously undisturbed, or do we want to be a part
of a generation that drives the shift toward a better,
brighter future without the dependence of fossil fuels? Of
course many would answer yes that the latter sounds more
ethically appealing but “it is not that easy.” By saying that,
you would be right, it is an incredibly complex issue that
requires an entire shift in the way we regulate and
advocate for the investment of clean energy and do what is
necessary to make it happen. Now more than ever must
the problems be brought to wider public attention so that
these opportunities are not overlooked. The current
political climate in this nation is a whirlwind of regulatory
roll backs and changes in law that do not allow the region
to receive the necessary funds to implement more projects
and awareness campaigns. However, these administrative
changes do not change the minds of those that have more
ambitious goals to continue down the path that started
their career and those with greater ties to the community
and region are working hard to make the necessary
changes moving forward.. With the right approach and
added pressures, perhaps we can “unearth” those that
have been buried under the “fill” that has cluttered their
minds when false promise of a future in fossil fuels.
Perhaps we can restore those perceptions that only see
this issue as an environmental one and realize that this has
everything to do with improving the socio-economic
conditions in the Heart of Appalachia. May we see the
reality of destruction and provide the region with the
necessary funds to restore or reclaim.

This destruction can be seen below as examples of the
altered landscape that occurs due to this process. These
examples come from the USDA and just show three of the
500 or more mountains that have been destroyed to fuel
the energy plants that power our society which has
generated a growing need for more. Notice the lush
greenery that covers the landscape in contrast to the
barren, destroyed land that was left behind. These are the
before and after photos of mining operations that occurred
in West Virginia by three various parties between the years
2010 and 2014. Imagine these sites looking like their
former glory as an asset to the local biodiversity and
environmental quality. If not restoration, perhaps at the
least, these sites can be used to bring jobs to businesses
formed through best practices of sustainable development
which often includes bringing more vegetation and
greenery to the land to which the development is built on.
These buildings usually focus on efficiency which includes
technological improvements focused on reduced waste
and increased energy savings which lowers its carbon
footprint. These sites also often aim for biophilic design to
connect people to the natural world by providing them
with opportunities outside through walking paths and
areas of refuge while also providing natural connections
indoors by its layout and décor. The inclusion of diversity in
design from the expansive pallet that nature provides us to
the reduction of the carbon footprint by capitalizing on
nature’s unlimited supply of renewable energy sources may
be the key to connect the built environment to the natural
one. This efficiency can range from the basis of the
operation such as solar parks to being businesses run
predominantly on renewable energy.
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Pine Creek Surface Mine

Logan, WV

2010-2013

Coal-Mac Co.

Toney Fork Surface Mine
Logan, WV

2011-2014

Cliffs-Logan Co. Coal LLC

Briar Mountain Surface Mine

Kanawha, WV

2010-2012

JMAC (Leasing/Contractor)

https://www.terrapinbrightgreen.com/reports/14-patterns/


The water and air we share with the natural world is vital
to the longevity of human life and diversity of wildlife.
The effects of surface mining has far reached into the
history of biodiversity in the Heart of Appalachia as an
integral part of the increasing threat that poor industry
practices result in. This has led to an estimated 1.5 billion
acres of forest lost which is suggested by the EPA to be
tree counts in the upper millions to 100 million
predominantly containing deciduous trees with
intermittent evergreen spanning throughout. In terms of
density, deciduous usually have fewer trees in any given
area of land but typically grow much shorter to the
ground than their leaf-shedding counterparts.

In addition, to vast forest land lost due to this operation,
an increasing amount of stream is lost as well. The EPA
estimates that over 2,000 streams have been impaired
due to surface mining drainage often referred to as
“yellow boy” or “slurry” which can be seen below. This
drastically impairs the water quality for the aquatic life
and neighboring terrestrial life such as land dwellers or
birds that need this valuable habitat to survive. You can
see the rich biodiversity that exists in Central Appalachia
in the map to the bottom right provided by the Nature
Conservancy. By comparing this region on multiple
factors relating to biodiversity, one can see how this
region stands out above all. A study by the Penn State &
USGS proved that more than two-thirds of fish
populations have been reduced from 1999 to 2011.
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100 
million

Tree loss estimates in
Central Appalachia by
the EPA. Along with
2,000 polluted streams

Biodiversity in Eastern US.
Map by Nature ConservancyAcid Mine drainage referred to as “yellow boy” 

near a mine site in Virginia. Photo by USGS

https://www.usgs.gov/news/fish-populations-down-due-mountaintop-mining?qt-news_science_products=3#qt-news_science_products
http://maps.tnc.org/web_maps.html
https://mine-drainage.usgs.gov/archive/contrary.html


In respect to air and water quality, our basic needs of life,
more must be done to protect the keystone processes
that provide the appropriate and necessary functionality
to ensure life can be maintained as it was intended. This
intention was not by chance but rather a definitive result
of the resiliency of lifeforms, big or small, that began 3.5
billion years ago. The very lifeforms that decayed and
became compacted under immense pressures that
resulted in the fossil-fuels we now burn and emit in a way
that nature did not expect. This has resulted in an
uneven and unnatural processes that have even posed
the question as to whether we have entered a new
geological epoch that can be dated on a geological scale
which could be recorded as actual proof billions of years
from now that we humans existed much like the proof
we discovered that the dinosaurs once did. This geologic
shift is what we call the Anthropocene. Consider the fact
below which puts this idea into a scale that humans may
better understand. Imagine if you are around 46 years
old and you found out just 4 hours ago that there could
be an impeding health risk and then just one minute ago
you found out that you have less a few seconds before
threats begun to spiral out of control and even risk
taking your life altogether. Then imagine you had the
power to stop it from happening. Would you do what
was necessary? Or would you continue doing what
caused this ailment and threat to your life? Would you
value this life, or would you allow yourself to make the
problem worse and shorten whatever time you have left?

Let’s say that this problem is an addiction to cigarettes,
like the addiction humans have had with fossil-fuels.
Now imagine you found out that you could switch over
to a more sustainable and less toxic form of your
addiction that would still supply you with the nicotine
you crave without threatening your life. This is exactly
what renewable energy is in this case in our modern
society. This addiction has drastically effected our own
“Heart health” from the vein-like rivers that are within to
the air that enters our lungs and provides our bodies with
the oxygen it needs. Now it takes the whole body and
brain to work together to fight this horrible addiction.
This includes grassroot efforts coming from the bottom
to an in-depth understanding by our political figures and
policy makers at the “top.”

Fortunately, the shift at the local scale is shifting and still
believe that despite administrative changes within the
government and rollbacks on regulations, that the world
is not so doomed, and we will hopefully take the
necessary actions. However, in order for this shift to
happen, the courts must place accountability on
themselves and on the mining/energy industries that
took part in this bad habit, just like the cigarette industry
should be responsible for its actions. Federal statutes like
the Clean Water Act and Surface Mine Control &
Reclamation Act (which are discussed in the policy
section) have passed so that when these laws which pose
threats to our natural environment is threatened, that
legal action can be taken by citizens that are put in
harms way. These entities are analogous to the support
groups that one with an addiction may find that push
you to quit your bad habit and protect what is vital for
life. Some examples of these local enforcement entities
include the Appalachian Citizen’s Enforcement Project
and Appalachian Water Watch which collect water
quality samples and takes legal action against the mining
organization when violations have occurred.
Governmental regulatory agencies have failed to hold
the coal industry accountable for its actions leading to
water pollution. This lack of enforcement highlights the
need for water quality inspections done locally, more
frequently, and independently with the goal to better
inform and establish real, lasting trust with citizens
within and around these communities.
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“If the life form cannot acclimate to life deep in
a rubble pile, then it is eliminated. No effect on
environmental values is more adverse than
obliteration. Under a valley fill, the water
quantity and quality of the stream is zero.”

–Former Federal Judge Charles Haden II

By scaling the Earth’s 4.6 
billion years of existence 

into 46 years. Humans have 
been around for 4 hours. 

The industrial process 
driving fossil-fuel 

consumption started 1 
minute ago. In that one 
minute, over half of the 

Earth’s forests have been 
cleared. 

http://www.anthropocene.info/
http://www.ace-project.org/
http://appalachianwaterwatch.org/
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The prevalence of environmental injustice has riddled the Central
Appalachian area for a century when the first coal miners strike occurred in
Indiana due to the coal companies failing to recognize the coal miner's union
established to ensure the protection of the miners, their families, and
surrounding community. Failing to take responsibility for the ecological and
socio-economic impacts that the mining process has, it is no surprise that
many of the energy companies have turned their back to the proper
maintaining and disposing of waste to avoid requirements placed on
emissions and byproduct. In one case, the National Mining Association even
blamed inbreeding as the reason behind the birth defects happening in
communities around the mines. They have opted to illegally dump “fill” and
waste into the valleys and air that leads to more toxins ingested and inhaled.
The relocation of rock and soil into the valleys has resulted in persistent
flooding leading to the loss of property. While the price of coal has always
driven these companies to loosen up on adhering to the regulations posed
on the mining operation, the cost has been detrimental to human lives.

This region has been a capitalists’ experiment over the past century since the
beginning of the first world war when energy consumption began
increasingly drastically, driving our ever-growing need for coal. This time
period started tis region’s dependence on the coal industry. Many pop-up
towns formed in sporadic parts of the region that followed the coal deposits
and left communities sparse and their resources limited. Imagine trying to
stay warm by the community’s fire from the other side of the campsite.

Negative health in the Heart of Appalachia clearly stands out when
compared to surrounding counties. From shortened lives to higher presence
of preventable illnesses like cardio-respiratory diseases to higher cancer
rates; communities in this region suffer from extremely poor health with
reasons being highly attributable to coal production and consumption.

RIP

Socio-Economic

Impact



Population decline has been rampant in Appalachian for
decades along with poverty and unemployment rates. This
has a direct impact on health which will be addressed on
the following page. The population decline has been the
result of unsustainable growth that can be attributed to the
decline of the coal industry. In other words, the state of
Appalachia has directly reflected its relationship with the
very industry that started it when this country was first
becoming competitive in the ever-growing, globalized
market.

Historically, this region has been a destination for
manufacturing, mining, farming, and rail-related
employment, in both the pre and post-war economy.
Employment in all of these industries paid wages that could
reasonably support families. However, as employment
opportunities in the Heart decreased, younger populations
and families began to look outside of the region for
employment opportunities that better suited their needs.
As a result, median age in Central Appalachia has risen over
the past three decades and is projected to keep rising.
Beginning in the 1990’s and increasing around the 2007
recession, adults between 35-44 and their children, left the
region in highest numbers indicating that families migrated
out. Additionally, the number of households within the
region decreased during this period resulting in an aging,
declining population trying to adapt to the urbanized world
growing around them while holding onto what makes them
most unique which is their cultural identity and heritage.

The impeding threats associated with surface mining in this
region that has continued placing communities at-risk has
become a greater concern and increasingly studied topic.
Appalachian Voices conducted a study three years ago on
these communities by analyzing clusters of communities in
Central Appalachia closest to surface mines in comparison
to those within the same counties but further away from
mining operations. They aimed to determine if the location
of surface mines and socio-economically “at-risk”
communities were correlated. As shown in the map below,
the blue dots representing the “at-risk” communities
appear to surround the areas where surface mining has
persisted over the last three decades, while the red dots
representing communities without mining faced less
population decline, unemployment, and health concerns.

The key findings from this study are as follows: the “at-risk”
communities in Central Appalachia are concentrated within
Kentucky, West Virginia, and Virginia across 23 counties;
communities where surface mine encroachment has
increased, suffer higher rates of poverty and greater
population decline at a rate more than twice as fast as
nearby rural communities with no mining in the immediate
vicinity; and communities that face the greatest current and
future threat from mine encroachment are in areas where
high-quality metallurgical coal is mine, particularly in the far
southwestern part of West Virginia where around 15 of the
worst 25 communities were located. This study can be
found on Appalachian Voices website.
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https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5406/jappastud.21.2.0173?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
http://appvoices.org/resources/reports/Communities_At_Risk_from_mountaintop_removal_April2015.pdf
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Dr. Michael Hendryx of WVU has dedicated his life studies
to the health impacts occurring in Appalachia and has
completed a few studies over the past ten years that that
analyzed extensive health related data from various local,
state, and federal sources for the counties within this
region to show the increase in respiratory, cardiovascular,
and other preventable diseases as well as higher cancer
prevalence and lower life expectancy. Some studies have
even shown that Central Appalachian mortality is more
similar to those recorded in developing countries. He stated
that “previous studies have been criticized for being only
correlational studies of illness in mining communities. With
this study we have solid evidence that mining dust
collected from residential communities causes cancerous
human lung cell changes.” Some of the key findings from
these studies showed that of the four states that have
counties within this study area, West Virginia and Kentucky
had the highest cancer deaths per capita, respiratory
disease, and other preventable illnesses per capital when
compared to other states in the nation, specifically in the
counties containing surface mining operations during the
study period as these operations increase exposure to toxic,
lethal particles. Aside from these two states, the region in
general showed a very high prevalence in all of these
health-related ailments. This includes over 60,000 cancer
cases directly linked to mountaintop removal mining due to
the presence of the cancer-causing particles found in those
patients. There were also more than 1,400 heart or lung
related deaths during the study period and more than 400
counties in the US that had surface mining operations also
had shorter lives. In addition, a study by the Appalachian
Regional Commission suggested that approximately 70%
more people in Appalachia had a prescription drug
dependence than those of the same age cohort in the US.

Disasters effecting this region have also been a large part of
the implications that this industry has had on people's lives
resulting in more short-term impacts that have had long-
lasting problems. This includes random acts such as a
boulder from a mining falling on a home and killing a child
to excessive flooding resulting in the loss of property.
These disasters have been a part of the tragic story in how
surface mining has led to worsening threat to human life
that can occur on a moments notice which is already placed
at extreme risk due to the leaching and increased exposure
of the various toxic disease-causing particulates outlined on
the left side of this page. From rocks flying due to mining
operations like digging or blasting to the toxic sludge
impoundments that contain more than ten dangerous
heavy metals just waiting to fail and wipe communities out
in its path, this problem should be taken just as seriously as
any of the more long-term health impacts.

70%.

RIP

+60 k
excessive cases A 1,000 lb. boulder was pushed off a

mountainside on a mining site in
Appalachia, VA falling 650 feet below
and crushing a 3-year who was probably
attempting to fall sleep in his bedroom
over the noise of frequent blasts and
coal machines echoing across that
somber Appalachian night. Jeremy
Davidson would have just recently
started driving and working as a
productive member of this community,
but never received that chance because
a mining operation using heavy
machinery was somehow allowed near
or in harms-way of residential homes.
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+400
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More people in 
Appalachia ages 24-

44 admitted to 
having a prescription 

drug dependence 
when compared to 
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Source

https://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2009/3096/pdf/fs2009-3096.pdf
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/63/5/335/229211
https://pophealthmetrics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1478-7954-9-16
https://www.kentucky.com/news/state/article82005532.ece/BINARY/Research%20paper:%20Lung%20cancer%20mortality%20in%20Appalachia
https://motherjones.com/wp-content/uploads/final_jch_cancer_2011.pdf
https://www.arc.gov/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=622
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While the identity that makes the Heart of Appalachia will
likely never be lost, it is important to do what is necessary
to protect the beauty that resides within. A beauty that I
realized when I worked for NASA Develop for a summer on
various international projects and stayed at a friend's
apartment in a new complex next to the UVA-Wise
campus. I made friends with many people who grew up in
this region their whole lives. Although I lived in the
Appalachian-Blue Ridge Mountains my whole life (I am
from Roanoke, Va), I had never experienced true
Appalachia until that summer in 2015. From there I have
repeatedly found myself wanting to help this region and its
loving people that live lives of desirable simplicity within
some of the most beautiful land this Earth has to offer. I
believe that while I am an outsider looking in in some ways,
I am also a part of this identity and how it moves forward. I
hope that the way I see this region is a way that only ever
helps each one of them, whether I have met them or not. I
hope that through this project and the ones like it, which I
have been eager to take part in, that I will be able to see
through their eyes and allow theirs to see my heart. It is
not necessarily easy to always see through someone's
eyes, and some may think “who is this person to say that
the Heart is breaking and needing help from the outside?”

As a planner, I can only go based off the data that points to
extraordinary job losses, low median household income,
poor health, and a lower quality of life. Despite the data, I
know many of these people are fortunate for whatever
they have. My role is to try and bring attention to the
problem by providing some meaningful guiding principles
and suggestions as to how that may be accomplished. My
role is to promote fairness in how the mining industries
take responsibility for their actions and neglect the
communities by putting them at-risk. Lastly, my role is to
suggest that was been done has already happened and
that more could be done to promote new economic
opportunities for the region. If sustainable development is
not feasible, then perhaps restoring this land back to its
natural state is the answer. A state that our great, great
grandchildren do not ask why Central Appalachia was used
as a bomb testing site. Which is a question I often ask
myself and one that generations before us appeared to not
have been as concerned with the outcomes from. As the
diagram shows below there is a huge divide between the
money and opportunities available where this fuel-source
is burned compared to where it is processed and extracted.
This case study is a shining example of environmental
injustice and social inequality. It is time to even the scale.
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This scenario shows the vertex between the amount
of resources available to be dedicated to a problem
like surface mining in comparison to the Y-axis
expressing engagement from the community. These
are the two primary factors in the implementation of
successful, strategic planning geared toward
effective policy adaptation. The top right is the best-
case scenario and the bottom left is the worst. The
Heart of Appalachia as a region could be best
described as a ”bleeding heart” as lower community
engagement and under-funding generally persist.
The “HEART Model” aims to influence decision
makers to increase funding and bring greater
awareness to the issue to turn this “bleeding,
breaking Appalachian Heart” into a “Warm Hearth.”

The current political climate surrounding the process of
surface mining and the overall acceptance,
understanding, and willingness to take action to mitigate
climate change is still a conundrum our world faces today.
Environmental mandates have fluctuated over our history,
often proven to be ineffective for mitigating the wounds
that the fossil-fuel industry has inflicted. Despite laws
that say the mining industry has the responsibility to
restore the mountain to an appropriate contour, much of
the top layer of mountain and vegetation that were
stripped and cut away end up in the valley fill below. This
pairs with higher erosivity while altering flow rates and
accumulation of rainfall, which increases flooding and the
amount of toxic chemicals found in the drinking water
sources. Therein lies the problem regarding community
health and ecological issues as highlighted. To better
understand how this problem is so drastically effected by
policy, it is important to understand how a planning
scenario matrix works. It is a simple, measure of the
drivers that can bridge the gap, connecting a problem to a
solution and leading toward a path of positive change.

Policy Review



The idea of using the lands to build a new economy amidst
the decline of the coal industry has been gaining more
attention recently as the RECLAIM Act was passed by the
U.S. House Committee on Natural Resources, a
Congressional committee of the U.S. House of
Representatives, to go to the floor for a vote. This
bipartisan bill would direct $1 billion dollars from the
Abandoned Mine Land fund over the next five years to
restore abandoned lands to revitalize communities in the
Heart of Appalachia, but unfortunately this bill languished
in Congress as the Speaker of the House, Paul Ryan,
prevented it from reaching a vote. For now, the Abandoned
Mine Land Program currently only provides about 10% of
that hopeful $1 billion with around $110 million annually to
this region. It is no wonder that only approximately 10% of
mines have been properly reclaimed for economic use or
restored to natural state. One of the original sponsors of
RECLAIM Act, House Rep. Morgan Griffith of the 9th VA
district covering the coalfield region, stated the following:

Despite the popularity and bipartisan acceptance of this bill
in the coalfield region, the National Mining Association
(NMA) lobbied against the legislation to avoid having to
take responsibility for their actions by placing profit over
people. The NMA even stated that our main objective
should be to bring back coal jobs over improvements of
these sites and expressed that regulations and fees should
be loosened because they are too restricting. In addition,
President Trump recommended that funding going to
organizations representing coalfield communities such as
the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) be drastically
cut. However, despite Trump’s wishes, the ARC saw a slight
increase of $9 million earlier this year. Although the region
is grateful for the investments it has received, the current
funds available are merely a fraction of what they could be
if the RECLAIM Act is passed. While President Trump and
former EPA Administrator, Scott Pruitt, claimed that over
50,000 jobs were created in the coal sector since Donald
Trump became president, that number is closer to 1,300
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics and these jobs
decline more every year. Coal jobs are not coming back as
coal stocks have been declining for decades and now reach
an all-time low. Even if coal stocks were not diminished, it
is important to point out that with advanced, automatous
machinery paired with the shift from underground mining
to surface mining, that less than 10% of the workers are
needed in this declining industry that has left many in this
region without a job to support their families.

Our federal leadership is not adequately addressing these
issues and while many great local efforts persist, the
demagogy overshadows the masses. The network grows as
former deputy administrator and avid coal lobbyist,
Andrew Wheeler, is now the director of the EPA. This is the
agency established to mitigate the very problems that
industries like the coal sector create. Donald Trump
promised to “drain the swamp,” but considering the
internal culture of deceitfulness of his administration, our
Nation’s capital is looking “swampier” than ever. Therefore,
today we must act to help our region gain the attention it
needs to pivot during this critical point in our history.

It is up to us to push this forward to receive the appropriate
amount of attention needed to boost and diversify this
region’s economy or to protect and restore these precious
landscapes. The current efforts do not go unnoticed as
financial resource availability grows and community buy-in
increases due to advocacy from various organizations such
as Reclaiming Appalachia or Appalachian Voices or the
various regional planning and economic development
agencies encompassing the region. Appalachian Voices
provides many great additional resources with updates on
policy regarding this topic. They have also repeatedly
testified to congress on behalf of the region to ensure the
protection of the citizens and their environment is the main
priority. Despite these great efforts, this economic and
ecologic opportunity needs more recognition from the
general public to make these innovative projects a part of
the national agenda, not just as a regional or local goal.
While funding certainly helps, it takes heart (interest), soul
(determination), and mindfulness (data-based decision-
making) from all levels to make change happen. Imagine
what can be done with a billion more dollars over the next
five years. However, mining executives have the opposite
motives as they continue to suggest that the miners’ well-
being is their greatest priority, while the truth is that many
are scrambling to cut compensation given to the former
workers and their families as they lobby against the passing
of laws such a RECLAIM Act that would improve the region.
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“Democrats and Republicans are coming together to
identify a way that we can help make the environment
better, help create jobs, and help people who are
skilled but want to stay living in the mountains and
pursue something different as wemove forward.”

–Morgan Griffith, VA 9th District

http://appvoices.org/
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In addition to automatous machinery and diminishing deep
coal seam reserves, the rapid expansion of surface mining
in the 1990’s can be partially attributable to environmental
legislation aimed to protect human health and the
environment. This result is not typically the case, but it
does prove how policy can lead to unintended
consequences. This was the Clean Air Act amendments of
1990 that aimed to reduce acid rain by placing further
restrictions on substances such as sulfur dioxide and
nitrogen oxides, expanding the number of regulated
substances from 7 to 189. This left power plants with the
choice to either burn low sulfur coal or install “scrubbers”
on their equipment to clean the exhaust and control
emissions. This drove the demand for low sulfur coal which
made the blasting/digging of the mountain more feasible.
In addition, changes in 2002 to the Clean Water Act by the
Bush Administration created loopholes which allowed for
the dumping of waste into the valleys, ultimately allowing
mine operators to designate lakes, rivers, streams, and
wetlands as “waste treatment systems.”

Now, decades later, the end of era is upon us and
innovative ways to bring a new economy awaits with an
abundance of land that can be more effectively used to
better the communities that have been effected most by
mining. According to the Energy Information
Administration, coal provided about 34% of electricity in
the U.S last year. While around 64% of coal comes from
surface mining in total, only approximately 4% of the coal
used for electricity is mined in Central Appalachia from
surface mines, equating to less than 1.5% of total US total
electricity. Not to mention the fact that 97% of coal is sent
out of the region to be burned according to the EIA’s 2017
data. This means that only approximately 3.2% (or 8,000
MW) of total coal burning capacity (in MW) from power
plants within the Central Appalachian Region. This
includes four generators at plants in WV at 4,200 (MW
capacity); ten generators at plants in TN at 2,650; two
generators at a plant KY at 350; and one generator at a
plant in VA at 670. If surface mining in Central Appalachia
ended today, no one would notice, therefore the region
should invest in renewable energy moving forward.

Due to the decline in coal over recent years, awareness and
investment programs have been created to gain speed on
the ever-slow process that has been the predominant story
regarding this topic. However even with federal attention
and initiatives like POWER+ during President Obama’s
tenure, which aimed to reinvest in communities effected
by declining coal reserves and shift in extraction
techniques, the topic remains a debate. POWER+ was a
collective initiative of over 30 local governments and
organization in Central Appalachia which called on
Congress to pass the RECLAIM Act, Miners Protection Act
(protected retired miner pensions), and the POWER
Initiative (Partnerships for Opportunity and Workforce and
Economic Revitalization). While POWER continues to
provide investments to go toward new economic
opportunities, the collective POWER+ ultimately fizzled
out as the Trump Administration phased in.

The process remains slow and the funds are limiting but
the fight will continue to seek an increase in total
investments for programs supporting renewable energy,
tourism, health care, food/beverage systems, and other
economic development initiatives combined with
increased payback requirements emplaced on the mining
companies responsible. This is the premise of the
RECLAIM Act previously mentioned which stands for
“Revitalizing the Economy of Coal Communities by
Leveraging Local Activities and Investing More,” however
despite its overwhelming support, the bill remains
collecting dust on a desk in Washington D.C. If passed,
total investments into these communities would sky
rocket. Stipulations of this bill include that 30% of funds
can be used for acid mine drainage, 10% for planning and
administration, and no more than 50% can be solely used
for mine land restoration.

Less than 1.5% of 
US electricity comes 
from surface mined 

coal in Central  
Appalachia
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https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=35572
https://earthworks.org/issues/loopholes_in_the_clean_water_act/
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/data/eia860/


Programs like POWER and other pilots provide
compensation to economic developers or environmental
entities seeking to meet various land use goals pertaining to
the various surface mine sites. The Abandoned Mine Land
Trust Fund is the monetary “handshake” between the
industry and the governing bodies established to ensure
justice, protect public welfare, and provide for the common
defense. However, some question if those convictions
remain, especially regarding this conundrum. Unfortunately,
that grip is being let go in a few short years as the AML’s 30-
year expiration date comes in 2021 after beginning in 1990.
Health advocates, environmentalists, and economic
developers are pushing hard for its reauthorization.

Think of the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement (OSMRE) at the federal level as the “hand,”
executing that handshake while agencies at the state level
vary and can be viewed as the “fingers” using this analogy.
Under federal law, these state agencies regulate the surface
mine cleanup directly, giving them the power to create the
tightest grip under the guidance of the “hand” or federal
government. In West Virginia, this state entity is called the
Department of Environmental Protection; in Virginia, this
entity is the Division of Mining, Minerals, and Energy; in
Kentucky it is the Department of Natural Resources; and in
Tennessee it is also called OSMRE. In addition to these
agencies, the EPA and Army Corps of Engineers also play a
key part in the receival of funded projects. This is just a short
example of the extensive stakeholder framework involved in
this process. These entities collect a fee from the
mining/energy companies based on production in tons to
generate money to be redistributed for the various
restoration or reclamation projects.

The reason behind these funding streams stem from the
Surface Mining Control Reclamation Act (SMCRA) of 1977, a
federal law that began four decades ago to control mining
operations and allocate funds for land reclamation in order
to obtain a mining permit. This is the ”arm,” without it, there
would be no hand or handshake to get a grip on the problem
(not that the “grip” has ever been as firm as it should be).
Under SMCRA, exists the Forestry Reclamation Approach
(FRA) which is overseen by the Appalachian Regional
Reforestation Initiative (ARRI). The FRA provides guidelines
that aim to re-establish healthy forests on former mines by
adding a thick layer of topsoil and planting carefully selected
tree species. This approach is simply a “suggested motion of
the arm,” if you will. Whether that motion is slow or fast is
dependent upon the body which is comprised of all of US
and powered by the Heart. A professor of Virginia Tech’s
Crop & Environmental Science Department and a committee
member overseeing my research is a consulting member of
the ARRI Advisory Team. He led a research study suggesting
that around 3,000 km2 of mined land could be suitable for
successful reforestation.

However, these are just guiding principles and are not
required by law in the remediation process by the mining
company resulting in inadequate restoration due to the
costly methods required for successful reforestation. For
these sites and the surrounding ecosystems to be protected
to the fullest, these requirements must be binding by law,
not just expected out of generosity. Many environmental
regulatory bills have failed to provide long-term fixes
regarding the mining operation. This includes bills proposed
like the Clean Water Protection Act in 2009 which ultimately
did not pass due to lobbying from the mining industry,
despite the 170+ cosponsor of the bill and various
organizations advocating for its passing. This bill would have
redefined the definition for “fill material” and prevented
waste from being dumped into our waterways after the 2002
Bush administration’s change to the CWA.

This story of disappointment persists as the Stream
Protection Rule was repealed last year (2017) under
President Trump’s administration. This was a regulation
intended to slow surface mining through stricter permits and
it was finalized two years ago in 2016 by the Office of
Surface Mining, Reclamation, and Enforcement but was
denied two months later as one of the first “swings” that the
president took at the environment and this region. This new
legislation also prohibits any similar rule from being
developed anytime in the near future.

These “rules,” despite their approval or denial, have
inadequately lived up to their purpose of protecting the
environment. For instance, the Stream Buffer Zone Rule of
1983 was supposed to prevent surface mining within 100-feet
of a stream (about the length of a basketball court) but
instead, mining operators were often granted exceptions to
avoid adhering to the permit by arguing that the regulation

would prevent thousands of jobs.
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https://www.prp.cses.vt.edu/Reports_07/Zipper_2007.pdf
https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2011/new-poll-finds-powerful-opposition-to-mountaintop-removal-mining-in-the-heart-of-coal-country
https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2011/new-poll-finds-powerful-opposition-to-mountaintop-removal-mining-in-the-heart-of-coal-country
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Ultimately, the dilemma exists due the low level of
priority typically placed on ecological protection and
health impacts in rural communities from the national
and state level. This has typically been the case
regarding many sustainability and equity related issues
pertaining to the environment and society as profit
from industry is often marginalized over the prosperity
of the community. Therein lies the difference between
economic growth and economic development. In terms
of prosperity, the Heart of Appalachia is experiencing
more hardship than success. Growth is not the same as
development in that economic growth is necessary for
economic development, but development is not
contingent upon economic growth. Economic
development is concerned with the long-term goals of a
region’s well-being which includes their livelihoods and
anything effecting the environment that surrounds. The
effects of sustainable economic development may lead
to economic growth, but it is not the sole focus as much
as prosperity or the ability to live a meaningful life is.
Economic development alleviates people from lower
standards of living into a more prosperous one which
cannot be measured solely by a region’s GDP, total
number of jobs, or housing stock.

Economic development and adequate protection of
natural resources is the basis of sustainability,
particularly in regards to the reuse of land and issues
associated to energy, for example our reliance on fossil-
fuels. Effective change requires an upward movement of
the entire social system. The “Heart” that powers the
body needs appropriate actions to be taken to meet the
necessary goals that reliable data can provide to make
more informed policy and planning decisions moving
forward. Resources made available to this issue will be a
direct linkage to the implementation of successful policy
making, socio-economic prosperity, and ecological
protection moving forward as new information is gained
and understood. The creation of new data and
knowledge of the linkages between them does not
solely lead to acceptance. It will be an uphill battle to
reach the top and undo the damage done from loosened
regulations on this industry. Not to mention the
illegitimate claims from certain leadership that has
created a false impression regarding the fate of coal
employment . It also does not help that by 2020, the exit
from the global climate change agreement, Paris
Climate Accords, will be complete which will hinder our
ability to deal with these effects from the federal level.
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The figure above is from a study implemented by Earthjustice, the Appalachian Mountain Advocates
(formerly the Appalachian Center for the Economy and the Environment) and the Sierra Club in 2011. The
study was conducted on over 1,300 registered voters in a survey created by Lake Research Partners and
Bellwether Research & Consulting Group. The survey found that voters oppose surface coal mining by
wide margins in the counties within or nearby the study area previously defined in this report. These
states included Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee. This opposition to surface mining in the
Heart of Appalachia and the decision makers who are involved exists across party lines. Opposition to the
practice included 64% of Democrats, 60% of independents and 51% of Republicans. Source.

https://earthjustice.org/news/press/2011/new-poll-finds-powerful-opposition-to-mountaintop-removal-mining-in-the-heart-of-coal-country


HEART Model

In the age of big data and increased computational
capabilities, GIS has transformed the way in which new land
development is planned and the ways which sites are more
accurately assessed. In addition, data is becoming more
available to the public at higher spatial and temporal
resolution to implement into applications such as the
H.E.A.R.T. which can cut out the traditional trial-error
approach and cut down the time it takes to choose a site by
eliminating ones that do not fit the requirements by
statistically rating the ones that are most suitable for either
ecological restoration or economic development purposes.
These ratings can then be sorted to narrow the focus down
to a few rather than an overwhelming many.

There are 6,000 km2 of surface mining sites varying in size
and capacity in the Central Appalachian area considered in
the analysis. The analysis considered assets based on
various site requirements specifically outlined on the
following pages. The geographic modeling tool used various
layers and normalized them to calculate standard scores at
normal, scaled distribution for ranking purposes generated
from the various weighted factors in the model. Using GIS,
data can be derived from various raster spatial datasets at
30 m x 30 m resolution or finer as well as vector data at the
county, block, or building/street level.

Proximity from the site to various factors is one of the most
telling forms of assessment. For instance, cells located near
one of the various factors chosen will have a value of zero
because it is zero meters away from the specific site

parameter being analyzed, making them more or less
favorable, depending on the goal. However, cells that are
furthest away from the site will have the largest values, thus
furthest distances, making them less favorable for an
operation or more favorable, again depending on the goal.
The proximity to road, rails, utilities, populated areas as well
as size, slope orientation/percentage, and ecological factors
such as invasive species presence, habitat capacity, soil
properties, surrounding land cover, and proximity to
migratory routes, impaired water, wetlands, conservation
easements, etc. are all some of the factors which may be
considered when planning the future use.

For example, the road distance layer can be rescaled so that
the furthest distance was reclassified to zero and the
shortest distance was rescaled to 100, making a higher
number more favorable for development. When a site is
added, the closer a site is to a road, the higher value it
would receive. Differing weights can be used to
accommodate for the relevance of the factor to the asset
being assed. These weights can be easily changed to alter
the output that shows sites more preferred for restoration
or reclamation goals. On the project webpage, the user will
be able to alter weights to generate varying model outputs.
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The model will be developed from the use of various
datasets within the study area surrounding the 75
counties in Central Appalachia that are being further
obtained going into 2019. The model and interactive tool
will be created using the cell-to-cell overlay methods
previously mentioned in a resembling the illustration of
data layers below for the Virginia coalfield localities.

There are many opportunities that can make better use
of these surface mine that are no longer active which
provide merit for further discussion to channel more
resources like policy, funding, and awareness. These
include but are not limited to the following:

- Sites close to population & economic activity can boost
tourism depending on the use of the mine site

- Vegetation has already been cleared and sites have been
graded to have minimal slopes, which lowers costs and time
associated with adding infrastructure

- Hydrological data can be used to assess water body
properties pertaining to quality and be used to calculate
proximity to impaired waterways to avoid certain activity

- Existing land use goals such as conservation easements
can be implemented to better refine the model and be
paired with invasive species & migratory routes

- Sites that have relatively quick access to transportation
will be closer for commuting purposes

- Sites tend to be far away from housing and other
businesses, therefore set-backs are not an issue (water
resources, residential areas, other agriculture)

- Located in elevated areas which reduces the risks of
flooding and increases total direct sunlight

- Often located near water which is a key input for certain
operations (nurseries, aquaculture, breweries)

- Scenic views overlooking the region which may
considered as a factor related to rehab or health facility

While GIS is a powerful tool for planning purposes and
site evaluations, there are many data limitations that
persist and should be considered when considering the
output results. One limitation in doing a soil analysis of
these sites is that the soil data is based on data surveyed
for the site prior to the mining. This is also the case for
elevation data therefore an accurate slope assessment is
difficult. Both water and soil testing is needed at each
surface mining site to determine the viability of
developing the site for agricultural production. Another
limitation for this model is the lack of site data pertaining
to utility infrastructure available on or near the site.
These are limitations that would need to be improved on
in future studies of potential assets.

In addition to the data limitations, there are drawbacks
that factor into the decision making of a developer such
as things like land use regulations specific to a mine site
which may not allow for agriculture facilities or industrial
sites. Also, the expenses required to make roads and
utilities accessible could be large and require additional
digging and grading. Lastly, leftover contaminants and
the degradation of the top soil may hinder certain sites
for agriculture or ecological restoration and require more
funding to make feasible.

Rationale
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Website Notes:
-keep format but add short description/brief summary, then add a large button 
beneath for the longer version in text form so that each as a separate 5-page 
PDF for view.
-make all images have click thru URLs/make comment on webpage about this
-Add Web app
-Add other interactive elements to the main page 

***summary video: animation using Moovly/documentary style/narrating/Local Interviews***

a. SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) of mine land

i. Regarding physical nature and socio-economic conditions

1. Success stories

2. New investments

ii. Milestones and focused recommendations

iii. Brief Input/Output Analysis (logic model)

x

Conclusion
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